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New Wide-Area Network Topology
Enhances Cybersecurity and Business
Continuity
Organization Description
Since 1907, United Methodist Communities (UMC) has honored older adults as a senior
housing, health and welfare ministry affiliated with The United Methodist Church of Greater
New Jersey and its predecessors. Altogether, the organization has had communities in
sixteen different locations and now operates nine communities and one home care business
throughout the state of New Jersey. UMC increasingly serves a diverse population of
residents from a rich variety of ethnic heritages, religious traditions and economic
backgrounds; and celebrates an equally rich diversity among the associates.
United Methodist Communities’ full-service campuses are designed as continuums, allowing
residents to access multiple services under one roof. With an aging-in-place philosophy, UMC
customizes and scales services to accommodate resident needs, such as transforming the
healthcare residences from traditional nursing homes into household models, where residents
can experience greater autonomy and satisfaction.
Additionally, UMC offers affordable campuses where seniors live independently in vibrant
community settings. Community life brings multidisciplinary programs to keep older adults
engaged on every level. Most recently, UMC broadened its ministry by implementing home
and community-based services, reaching seniors beyond their campus walls. The launching of
HomeWorks supports older adults at home, as well as those transitioning from or to hospitals,
assisted living, or nursing homes.

Project Description
UMC wanted to connect their multiple communities and office locations together to
maintain 100% connectivity among them and the Internet. Remote users and offices needed
efficient access to information across the organization, and of paramount importance, a
solution assuring security. Additionally, they mandated a solution that not only mitigated
risks from the Internet, but also segregated the paths for staff, residents, and guests on the
network.
With these objectives in mind, UMC partnered with ProviNET Solutions in the design and
implementation of a new wide-area network topology.

Implementation / Response Approach
Securing the local and wide area networks at UMC had to be an integral part of a much larger campaign, consisting of policies and procedures,
user compliance awareness and training, routine cybersecurity audits, and threat intelligence.

ProviNET Solutions’ architect and UMC’s Internet Technology (IT) associates began designing a new wide-area networking solution from the
ground up. Understanding the requirements set forth for reliable connectivity at nearly a dozen locations, the secure exchange of information, and
the segregation of business and personal traffic called for an expert level of networking experience.
ProviNET began by researching the fundamental Internet Service Provider (ISP) options available at all of the UMC sites. Ultimately, they chose a
multipoint fiber optic network coupled with several direct Internet connections. This solution afforded a cost-effective option to meet UMC’s
objectives to provide both primary and secondary connections to each site for redundancy and scalability to change as the organization’s needs and
requirements evolve over time.
For added redundancy and security, ProviNET and UMC looked to SonicWALL hardware for their firewall and site Virtual Private Network (VPN)
needs. Using SonicWALL Network Security Appliance (NSA), firewalls were setup in a high-availability fashion at each UMC senior living location.
As such, ProviNET was able to deliver a cost-effective wide area networking solution. The solution automatically fails over to secondary
connections in the event of an ISP failure and also fails over to backup firewalls in the event of a hardware failure. This protects UMC from
unexpected downtime that would otherwise negatively impact the high quality of care that they deliver to residents.
To meet the security requirements, ProviNET again turned to SonicWALL to add Advanced Gateway Security Services (AGSS) for each firewall.
AGSS is a comprehensive suite of security services for SonicWALL devices that features Capture Advanced Threat Protection (ATP); a multi-engine
sandbox that runs and inspects suspicious files and code in an isolated cloud-based environment.
To enhance visibility and management over more than a dozen SonicWALL devices at UMC, ProviNET added the Global Management Systems
(GMS) service — allowing the UMC team to manage the entire network security environment by business process and service levels.
“The combination of next-gen SonicWALL hardware and comprehensive real-time security services provide a holistic means of securing large-scale
enterprise networks like the one at UMC…” says Tim Bakker, ACMP, ACCP, Solutions Architect at ProviNET Solutions.
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Advantages to the Approach
Cost: While there are certainly many ways to architect solutions for large-scale enterprise networks, this solution fit the bill for UMC. And, like
many non-profit organizations, UMC’s values call for faithful stewardship of every dollar spent. Combining both multipoint fiber connections
with traditional direct Internet connections resulted in an affordable solution.
Additionally, SonicWALL offers a Security as a Service (SECaaS) program, allowing customers to pay monthly for the solution and upgrade
hardware after the first year as business needs change. This program allows UMC to size the solution to their needs rather than buying a larger
appliance upfront to accommodate future growth.
Security: The AGSS offers a complete network security solution that integrates everything that customers need for comprehensive protection.
The deep packet inspection capabilities protect organizations from threats such as ransomware, viruses, spyware, worms, Trojans, adware, key
loggers, malicious mobile code and other dangerous applications and web content. Capture ATP service revolutionizes advanced threat
detection and sandboxing with cloud-based, multi-engine solutions for stopping unknown and zero-day attacks at the gateway, with automated
remediation.
Enhanced Management: UMC has gained enhanced visibility and management of their network through the combination of SonicWALL’s GMS
solution and LogRhythm’s Security Incident Event Management (SIEM) solution. This allows UMC’s IT staff to monitor the network efficiently,
both historically and in real-time. UMC can view trends, abnormalities and respond to suspicious traffic across the enterprise through the
single pane of glass afforded in each of these solutions.

Advice to Share with Others
Improved Cybersecurity Resiliency / Business Continuity: With the tools from
SonicWALL and the configuration expertise from ProviNET, UMC has taken a
very proactive approach to its cybersecurity efforts.
Travis Gleinig (IT Manager at UMC) remarks, “We’ve not had any downtime
or any performance issues since we swapped out our previous firewall
solution with these SonicWALL devices.”
Enhanced System Security and Information Privacy: UMC has written a
comprehensive security protocol based on the SANS Institute guidelines, and
UMC has a response for each of the security controls on the SANS top 20 list.
“The management reporting and tools available through the SonicWALL and
LogRhythm platforms allow us to quickly and easily measure our success and
vulnerabilities against the SANS Institute top 20 list,” says Gleinig with
confidence.
UMC also recently completed a comprehensive cybersecurity audit with the
BlueOrange compliance assessment, and UMC received very favorable results
in the System and Information Integrity category, which includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Malicious Code Protection;
Intrusion Detection Tools and Techniques;
Security Alerts and Advisories;
Software and Information Integrity; and
Spam and Spyware Protection.

“These validations from BlueOrange compliance can be attributed to
the adoption of these SonicWALL security services” observes Gleinig.
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Lessons Learned
UMC quickly discovered that there is a great deal of value in taking advantage of the full suite of products and services offered by a firewall
provider.

“If you’re not using the services these vendors provide in conjunction with the hardware, you’re doing yourself a
disservice”
Travis Gleinig
IT Manager
UMC Communities
Specifically for SonicWALL, the AGSS service brings real-time threat protection updates to the gateways on a network. Capture ATP
provides a cloud-based sandbox for testing potential threats before they cross that gateway.

Advice to Share with Others
Industry Expertise Partner:
The day-to-day operations within a senior living organization make it challenging to find time to strategically think through technology
initiatives. Many organizations find a great deal of value in consulting partners to help them evaluate their current technology and make
recommendations for a sustainable future.
ProviNET Solutions understands Information Technology within senior living very well, and UMC effectively leveraged their professional
expertise to evaluate existing technology and craft a plan for the future.

“If you’re not using the services these vendors provide in conjunction with the hardware, you’re doing yourself a disservice,” states Gleinig.
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